**Movie Review**

**Bolt: Good Fun or Recycled Material?**

**By Devin Grigg**

Disney’s “Bolt” will keep adults and children entertained as it takes flight on humor and entertainment full of fun.

The movie has an all-star cast of voices, which is the key to a great animated adventure. In most animated movies, if the actors are good and the animation is good, the movie will be a success. “Bolt” features many star voices and an all-star animation crew to give a great performance.

The story begins with Bolt being adopted by Penny (Melody Cline). Penny and Bolt are the stars of a popular television show. Bolt is an ordinary dog, but he is special to the people on television. He has a tail that makes him special, and when he moves, he makes an expression. This expression is what makes it possible for him to live in this world.

The story takes a turn when Bolt is left in the city. With the help of two faithful friends, Bolt sets out on an unforgettable journey that will entertain all children in the audience.

The parents in the audience will also be amazed, and even more so when they see the bond between Bolt and his friends. This bond is truly heartwarming, and it shows that even in a world of make-believe, true friendship can exist.
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Bolt brings this wide range of excitement to the Disney feature “Bolt.” The movie is not all fun and games however. There are some scenes that bordered on the serious side, but overall the movie was well done.
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